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battery backup unit is available from many vendors such as
HP and Quanta [5, 6].
Looking ahead, distributed battery holds great promise in
high-performance data center design. It is not only a more
energy-efficient alternative to current uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) system, but also easy to scale and maintain [7,
8]. It could eliminate a potential single point of failure
(SPOF) that centralized UPS systems may have [7]. More
importantly, a DEB-based data center is able to
oversubscribe the power infrastructure without affecting
server performance. The occasional power demand peaks
can be shaved by a fraction of battery units effectively and
no performance capping is performed [7-9].
Despite the above advantages, the power and energy
related security issue has become the Achilles’ heel of a
DEB-based data center. Without obtaining a privileged
access, an attacker can gain key energy backup information
through various side-channels. Given the growing flexibility
of Internet service and potential bugs of cloud APIs, a
malicious load can abuse the power and energy resources
(especially stored backup energy) in a data center [10]. For
example, by creating excessive floating-point operations or
triggering more cache misses, the attacker can increase
system resource consumption considerably. The malicious
load, which we refer to as Power Virus, is able to generate
simultaneously occurred power surge to overload the system
[10, 11]. Specifically, a power virus can first create nonoffending visible power peaks (disguised as benign loads) to
drain energy backup and then be mutated to create offending
hidden power spikes that can bring down the victim rack
without prior detection.
As we transition from centralized to distributed energy
storage architecture, server racks unfortunately become
vulnerable to power virus. Local power failure is more prone
to occur since DEB units physically lack the capacity for
handling extended outage duration (e.g., less than 2 minutes
under full load [2, 6]). Worse, the DEB architecture often
presents a ready-made “divide and conquer” solution for
attackers — creating a local power peak is much easier than
overloading the entire data center.
The security issue turns out to be particularly acute in
many data centers that are heavily power-constrained. To
save the significant power cost, it is not unusual that data
centers aggressively oversubscribe their power systems [12,
13]. As companies continue to squeeze more servers into
their existing data center, the risk of power violation is rising

Abstract — Battery systems are crucial components for
mission-critical data centers. Without secure energy backup,
existing under-provisioned data centers are largely unguarded
targets for cyber criminals. Particularly for today’s scale-out
servers, power oversubscription unavoidably taxes a data center’s
backup energy resources, leaving very little room for dealing with
emergency. Besides, the emerging trend towards deploying
distributed energy storage architecture causes the associated
energy backup of each rack to shrink, making servers vulnerable
to power anomalies. As a result, an attacker can generate power
peaks to easily crash or disrupt a power-constrained system. This
study aims at securing data centers from malicious loads that seek
to drain their precious energy storage and overload server racks
without prior detection. We term such load as Power Virus (PV)
and demonstrate its basic two-phase attacking model and
characterize its behaviors on real systems. The PV can learn the
victim rack’s battery characteristics by disguising as benign loads.
Once gaining enough information, the PV can be mutated to
generate hidden power spikes that have a high chance to overload
the system. To defend against PV, we propose power attack
defense (PAD), a novel energy management patch built on
lightweight software and hardware mechanisms. PAD not only
increases the attacking cost considerably by hiding vulnerable
racks from visible spikes, it also strengthens the last line of
defense against hidden spikes. Using Google cluster traces we
show that PAD can effectively raise the bar of a successful power
attack: compared to prior arts, it increases the data center
survival time by 1.6~11X and provides better performance
guarantee. It enables modern data centers to safely exploit the
benefits that power oversubscription may provide, with the
slightest cost overhead.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Data center servers are becoming tightly coupled with, and
more dependent on, local energy storage devices. In recent
years we have witnessed a considerable interest in deploying
massive distributed energy backup (DEB). For example,
Google and Facebook have started to explore small-scale
battery backup units in each rack or chassis to reduce power
conversion loss and facility footprint [1, 2]. According to
Microsoft, its newly released distributed local energy storage
(LSE) will bring up to 15% improvement in power usage
effectiveness (PUE) and up to 5X cost reduction over a
central, bulky UPS system [3]. At Hitachi, researchers have
demonstrated that in-rack DEB design could improve the
already impressive efficiency of an intelligent data center
power distribution system by over 8% [4]. Today, per-server
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Fig. 1. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of
datacenter power failure cost
[19]. The cost covers detection
and recovery

Fig. 2. Survey of data center
security technologies [20].
Energy/power related
security issues demand more
attention

rapidly. In addition, DEBs have been frequently used as
energy buffer in recent green data center designs to handle
the power variability [14-17]. In both cases, batteries often
experience unusual cyclic usage but do not receive timely
recharge. Without enough backup energy, racks are left
unguarded from malicious loads. By far the biggest root
cause of power outage is battery failure and capacity
exceeded [18], which could have been avoided with a
proactive security-aware energy management.
Oftentimes, the power-related attack could have
devastating effects on the victim data centers. It can cause
service interruption on the blackout servers and even
irreparable financial loss to an organization. Unplanned
power outage has been shown to cost over $10 per square
meter per minute for 40% of the benchmarked data centers
(Figure 1) [19]. On average, the financial loss of a data center
power outage in 2013 is more than $7900 per minute — an
increase of 40% compared to 2010 [19]. According to a
recent survey, more than 75% data centers require at least 2
hours to investigate and remediate incidents [20]. It means
that a successful power-related attack can easily cause the
victim data center to lose one million dollars.
While various technologies are available to protect our
servers, the security issue associated with energy/power has
been largely overlooked today (Figure 2). It is very hard to
defend against power-related attacks indirectly with existing
methods such as infusion detection and access control. This
is because power analysis based on load statistics is often
resource-consuming and the results are often inaccurate [11].
In fact, over 70% data center operators in a large-scale
survey believe that their monitoring programs lack the finegrained visibility at the server level [20]. Although advanced
power metering can be used to allow for real-time analysis,
it is not available in most data centers. Fine-grained
sampling and metering are also prohibitive since it requires
costly implementation of per-server metering. As a result,
attackers can often manage to launch power virus without
prior detection [6].

This study aims to understand the vulnerability of batterydependent data centers and provides an initial solution.
Specifically, we focus on the question of how massive data
center battery units can be gracefully tamed and leveraged
to tackle the difficult and costly challenge posed by
malicious loads. This is crucial to companies who want to
exploit DEB to improve energy-/cost- efficiency but cannot
afford to compromise service availability.
We propose power attack defense (PAD), a novel design
patch for securing data centers backed by distributed battery
units. The salient feature of PAD is two-fold: 1) it does not
require a detailed knowledge of the underlying workloads; 2)
it is built on lightweight software and hardware mechanisms.
Specifically, PAD provides an additional layer of safety in
data centers through a novel two-phase power diagnosis and
management.
In the first phase, PAD handles the visible peaks through
software scheduling. Rather than treats each DEB as
separate energy backup, PAD creates a virtual battery pool
called vDEB to enable load sharing among spatially
dispersed battery units. It leverages the power budget
enforcing capability of today’s intelligent PDUs to adjust
DEB utilization of each rack. This proactive maintenance
keeps massive DEB units operating in a coordinated manner,
thereby avoiding vulnerable servers.
In the second phase, PAD uses a multi-layer DEB
architecture to handle the more dangerous hidden spikes. In
contrast to prior work that only have homogeneous peak
shaving DEB units, our approach leverages a dedicated
small-scale battery called μDEB at the rack-level to assist the
server-level DEBs. It can automatically shave power spikes
to avoid circuit breaker tripping.
PAD slightly increases software/hardware complexity but
brings attractive security benefits. It does not require
significant modifications on state-of-the-art designs: vDEB
can be implemented as a small service extension to existing
battery management mechanisms and μDEB is largely built
upon existing energy storage components to provide better
security guarantee. Our evaluation shows that PAD has
minor performance/cost overhead (Section 6).
In this paper we introduce and motivate security-based
design for power/energy management in data centers. We
build a prototype to demonstrate the vulnerability of
untamed batteries and we simulate different attacking
scenarios at a larger scale using a Google compute cluster
trace collected from over 220 machines in one month [21].
To the best of our knowledge, this work reflects the first
systematic study of the security issue (with an emphasis on
energy/power) in emerging battery-backed data centers.
This paper makes the following contributions:

We describe a general threat model for powerrelated attacks (i.e. the creation of power virus). We
discuss how a sophisticated attacker can leverage
visible peaks and hidden spikes to bring down a
DEB-based data center and characterize
representative attacking scenarios in detail.
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We present a three-level security policy for future
DEB-based mission-critical data centers. We
propose power attack defense (PAD), a novel lightweight software and hardware design patch for
shielding vulnerable data center server racks from
potential power-related attacks.

We thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of PAD
through both real-system measurement and Google
trace simulation. We show that PAD can effectively
improve the critical data center survival time by
1.6-11X. It can provide better performance
guarantee and has minor cost overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2
introduces background. §3 demonstrates our threat model.
§4 proposes PAD. §5 describes experimental methodology.
§6 presents evaluation results. Finally, §7 discusses related
work and §8 concludes this paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

Modern data centers normally include complex power
provisioning systems that have very stringent capacity
constraints. Safely oversubscribing the power infrastructure
has become a critical need in data centers today due to the
very high power capacity cost and power outage cost.
A. Battery Backup Infrastructure
Currently there are primarily four ways to deploy batteries
in a data center (Figure 3). To avoid the very costly overprovision of battery capacity, normally only one of the four
backup methods is used. The size of each battery unit varies
from hundreds watts to several MWs.
Conventional data centers mainly rely on bulk UPS
(uninterruptible power supply) battery to provide the interim
backup power in case of utility power outages. The UPS
typically locates between the data center-level power panels
and the cluster-level power distribution units (PDU). In
some cases, PDU-level UPSs may be deployed to improve
reliability. Most online UPSs need to convert power twice:
input (AC to DC) and output (DC to AC) conversion. This
can result in significant power loss.
Distributed energy backup (DEB) devices arise due to the
needs to improve data center efficiency and facilitate peak
power shaving [7]. They can be installed as top-of-rack UPS
(or a battery cabinet next to the rack) or in each server
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Fig. 5. Uneven utilization of distributed battery system

enclose. Because they are DC based, the energy efficiency
can be greatly improved. By directly integrating battery units
locally and using DC voltage as backup, one can eliminate
double-conversion. More importantly, one can easily switch
a fraction of server racks to their local energy storage to
shave/hide the power peaks at the data center level. A central
UPS system cannot be used to support a fraction of data
center servers: it either takes over the entire data center or
serves as an idle power backup.
B. Power Oversubscription Model
The power infrastructure is often one of the most
expensive and longest lead time items in data center design,
ranging between $10~25 per watt [22]. In addition, utility
companies charge an additional power demand fee at many
dollars per kW [23] every billing cycle. As a result, data
centers normally over-provision their server systems in order
to achieve the best return on investment (ROI).
In this study we focus on a typical two-stage power
distribution at the server cluster level (Figure 4). Assume
that the power demand of each rack is , local batteries are
responsible for providing ܾ and the upstream utility power
line provides ሺ െ ܾ ሻ . The peak (nameplate) power
demand of each rack is ୰ but the allowed maximum power
budget ܲ of the PDU is often less than the total peak
power ݊ܲ of all the connected racks. To avoid overloading,
modern intelligent power distribution unit (iPDU) is able to
specify the maximum power of each power outlet.
The power distribution unit (PDU) designates the power
budget for each rack and affects the usage of batteries. Given
the scaling factor [ɉଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ɉ୬ ], each power delivery path i can
assign a maximum power flow (soft limit) ofߣ ܲ . To avoid
overloading, the data center must ensure:
(1)
୧ െ ୧  ɉ୧ ୰
σ ɉ୧ ୰  ୈ  ୰
(2)

Aggressive power provisioning can result in frequent
battery usage. Some battery units may incur very low levels
of stored energy due to uneven battery discharge. In Figure
5 we present the standard deviation of remaining capacity of
20 rack-mounted batteries at each timestamp. These DEBs
are managed in two ways: offline charging which recharges
whenever the battery capacity drops to a preset threshold;
online charging, which opportunistically recharges
whenever there is additional power budget available. For
online charging, the evaluated data center yields roughly
3~12% variation in capacity. Without timely recharge, the
offline charging nearly doubles the variation in many cases.
These aggressively discharged battery units can be
extremely vulnerable to power anomalies.
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THREAT MODEL AND ATTACK ANALYSIS

DEB systems are the final line of defense against
malicious power attacks in most data centers. Their
vulnerability demands increasing attention from both data
center designers and operators. In this section we specify the
types of threats that our system defends against.
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Fig. 7. Demonstration of effective power attack

A. Two-Phase Attack
Our threat model assumes that a sophisticated adversary
can manipulate the power demand of a small group of
compute nodes to overload a larger cluster. We assume a
two-phase attack tailored to the power provisioning method
of today’s under-provisioned data centers. Specifically, the
entire attack process is organized as three steps:
1) Preparation: Gain Control of Servers
To overload the server rack and trigger circuit breaker the
attacker first needs to subscribe at least one (preferably
multiple) physical machine. These machines will become the
host of a Power Virus. The attacker can either
opportunistically look for such a host by repeatedly creating
many virtual machines (VM) and monitoring the IP of the
VM instance, or keep rebooting a few VMs until they
research the same desired location [24]. Once the attacker
has successfully gained control of enough nodes, the next
thing is to wait for the best time to attack.
2) Phase-I Attack: Identify Vulnerable Status
Servers with inadequate stored energy are much easier to
overload. The attacker first identifies vulnerable racks by
initiating a “Non-Offending Power Peak” which can mildly
increase the average utilization of the server rack. In most
cases, the data center will treat such power peak as normal
load fluctuation (i.e., visible peak). This phase represents the
latent period of the power attack.
Figure 6 demonstrates this process using a real batterybacked server cluster (detailed in Section 5). In Phase-I, the
attacker keeps running workload in order to accelerate
battery discharge. These local batteries become temporarily
unavailable since most DEB systems choose to disconnect
low-power batteries from load for safety reasons. For
example, Facebook uses an independent low-voltage
disconnect (LVD) device to isolate the battery unit if the
sensed terminal voltage drops below 1.75V per cell [2].

Once the peak-shaving DEB runs out, data center severs
have to use performance scaling (e.g., DVFS) to cap power
demand. By monitoring the performance of its VMs the
attacker would be able to identify when and where the stored
energy is low. After multiple times of learning, the attacker
can develop the knowledge of the capacity of the associated
DEB and estimate the approximate time that the DEB can
sustain its “Non-Offending Power Virus”.
3) Phase-II Attack: Launch Offending Spikes
With the above elaborate efforts, the attacker can start to
launch “Offending Hidden Power Spikes” that will create
power spikes possibly invisible to data centers. Before this,
the attacker first needs to use the visible peak to drain the
battery. Otherwise, these local batteries can eliminate any
power quality issues including fine-grained spikes.
Afterwards, the attacker can generate short load surges
which do not significantly increase the average utilization.
As shown in Figure 6, the power virus can be mutated to
create very high and narrow power spikes in Phase-II. Most
of the existing utilization-based power monitoring
mechanism cannot detect such fine-grained power variation
[11]. They normally monitor the total energy consumption at
coarse-grained intervals (e.g., 10 minutes) to estimate the
average power demand. Without enough backup power, the
server rack cannot smooth out those power spikes. In this
case, the circuit break will be triggered and the service will
be temporarily lost, causing catastrophic results.
Data centers today typically lack efficient mechanism to
prevent well-planned spikes. Normal power capping
mechanisms cannot respond quickly enough to limit the
sudden spikes. Advanced power accounting and power
capping can operate much faster but it mainly works on pernode level. Oftentimes each server is allowed to reach its
peak power as long as the total average rack/PDU utilization
is within the budget.
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By creating high and short power spikes on multiple
servers, it is very likely to exceed the limit of the circuit
breaker. Whether or not an effective attack can trip the
circuit breaker depends on the actual over-current and the
peak current duration [11]. Tripping a circuit breaker is not
an instantaneous event since most PDU can tolerate certain
degrees of brief current overloads. However, once the
overload exceeds certain threshold, it requires very short
time (several seconds) to trip a circuit breaker.
Note that we do not argue that the aforementioned
“Offending Power Virus” will guarantee a successful attack
(i.e., power failure). A single power spike may not
necessarily result in effective attack (i.e., power draw
exceeds a pre-determined limit), since other normal servers
might incur power valley at the same time. Repeatedly
creating hidden power spikes could eventually lead to an
overload, as shown in Figure 7. Given enough overload
events, it has very good chances to fail a server rack.
B. Power Attack Analysis
The way the attacker launches power spikes greatly
affects attacking results. Figure 8 presents the impact of peak
power manipulation on the number of effective attacks for
15 minutes. We consider three key factors: the height, width,
and frequency of power spikes.
Figure 8-A shows the increase in effective attacks under
different numbers of malicious nodes. The x% overshoot
indicates the maximum power overload that the data center
can tolerate. It is clear that gaining control of more machines

eases power attack. Particularly for an IO-intensive power
virus, the attacker might need more servers to increase the
chance of a successful attack.
Meanwhile, the attacker can also accelerate the attacking
process by increasing the width of power peaks. We note
from Figure 8-B that, increasing peak duration can greatly
increase effective attacks at certain point. For example, a 4second CPU-intensive power virus yields almost 2X
effective attacks than a 3-second power virus.
Further, an attacker can launch even more aggressive
attacks by generating frequent power spikes. In Figure 8-C
we consider different rates from 1 to 6 times per minute for
a 1-second CPU-intensive power virus. It shows that there is
a positive correlation between attack frequency and effective
attack number. But the latter is not in proportional with the
former. In addition, since the I/O intensive power virus
cannot effectively trigger high spikes in the Phase II, it may
fail to create any effectiveness attack when the power budget
is adequate (e.g., 70% nameplate power).
As the attacker uses more aggressive attack approaches
(increasing spike duration, frequency, etc.), the chances of
being able to be detected by the data center also increase.
Advanced power metering and complex power management
software allow for higher detection rate, but not all data
center can afford the significant overhead of such finegrained profiling [11]. We evaluate the detection rate of
various power attacking scenarios under different power
demand monitoring technologies for 15 minutes. In Table 1
we show that even fine-grained power monitoring cannot
detect all the hidden power spikes. For example, only 40~60%
power spikes are detected using a power meter that measures
load power demand every 5 seconds. In many cases, the data
center is totally blind to fine-grained power spikes. Although
the data center can apply cluster-wide power capping to
eliminate any hidden power spikes, such security measures
may well be overkill and could significantly affect other
legitimate service requests.

IV.

POWER ATTACK DEFENSE

Level 1 – Normal
(Shaving Visible Peaks)

We propose power attack defense (PAD), a new design
patch that allows emerging battery-backed data centers to
run safely and smoothly under power-related attacks. It has
three distinctive features:

vDEB == 0

vDEB recharged
Level 2 – Minor Incident
(Shaving Hidden Spikes)

DEB recharged

 Hierarchical Emergency Handling. PAD defines the
security policy for battery-backed server clusters. It lays
down the general rule for protecting data centers from
different types of malicious loads that intend to overload
the system.
 Joint Software-Hardware Support. PAD creates a virtual
energy backup pool, called virtual DEB (vDEB), to
increase attacking cost. It also introduces a dedicated
energy backup device, called micro DEB (DEB), to
handle undetectable spikes.
 Heterogeneous and Hybrid Backup. PAD uses a
heterogeneous DEB architecture that combines finegrained and coarse-grained integration. It leverages both
batteries and emerging super-capacitors to provide better
energy/power support.
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Fig. 9. Hierarchical security level defined by PAD. The initial
state is determined based on the monitored peak power
information (VP>0 means a visible peak power is detected) and
the available backup energy in the virtual DEB and micro DEB

can use either Level 1 or Level 2, depending on the level of
security requirement of the organization.
B. PAD Architecture
The driving insight of our work is that the main source of
vulnerability lies in the reliance on a traditionally very
simple, homogeneous DEB architecture to defend against a
potentially variable and sophisticated power anomaly. To
tackle the security challenge faced by exiting data centers,
PAD has adopted several important mechanisms. Figure 10
shows the schematic diagram of the PAD design.
In the following we first discuss the PAD’s virtual DEB
design, which aims at protecting a Level-1 data center from
a brute visible peak attack. We then discuss micro DEB
design, which intend to defend against a more sophisticated
hidden spike attack often seen in a Level-2 state.

A. Basic Management Policies
PAD adopts a hierarchical model, where power
management strategies are classified into different levels of
emergency states. We have defined three levels: Normal
(Level 1), Minor Incident (Level 2), and Emergency (Level
3). There are three inputs that affect the state: vDEB, DEB,
and VP that indicates if a visible peak is identified. Figure 9
illustrates different states and the flows between them.
Our policy defines the initial states for all the
combinations of initial inputs. Depending on the operating
environment, PAD may enforce different security levels and
expose underlying power/energy profile to data center. This
allows the data center to make informed decision on secure
power management. For example, if the data center
undergoes sustained power peaks (i.e., visible peaks) in
Level 1, it will intelligently enable a fraction of DEB units
to shave the power peak (detailed in Section 5.2). In contrast,
if PAD believes that the data center is under the threat of
potential hidden spikes in Level 2, it will keep a watchful
eye on the health of the DEB and collect load information
for future inspection and anomaly prevention.
In rare cases, when both vDEB and DEB are empty, PAD
will overlook the load power behavior and force to enter an
emergency state. This can cause the data center to shed loads,
i.e., put some servers into sleeping/hibernating states or
trigger load migration from vulnerable racks to dependable
racks. Although the temporary load shedding may incur
certain performance degradation, it is not overkill. This
could prevent data center from incurring significant loss
during a large-scale power failure. In fact, by sleeping only
a small amount of servers, one can prevent the majority of
data center racks from power-related attacks.
Note that the initial level for [vDEB>0, DEB <0] is not
specified. This is because it is not a stable energy backup
state since the DEB can always be charged by vDEB which
has much larger energy capacity. As shown in Figure 9, one

1) Virtual Distributed Energy Backup (vDEB)
Rather than treating rack-mounted batteries as separated
energy backup systems, PAD creates a virtual energy backup
pool termed vDEB and a vDEB controller for managing it.
The vDEB controller, which is enlightened by the power
capacity sharing mechanism at the PDU level, allows
vulnerable server racks to share unused energy backup
capacity within the same PDU.
Conventionally, server rack power allocation is largely
workload-driven and consequently overlooks the pressure
the server rack may exert on batteries. In addition, recent
battery-based peak power management schemes are largely
battery lifetime-driven and fail to consider the uneven usage
of batteries. Consequently, some racks may aggressively
discharge their batteries and at some point happen to become
the weak point of data center. Once a PDU level power
failure occurs, each server rack will become a standalone
system that can only draw power from its local energy
backup. If the autonomy time (the maximal outage duration
that the battery can support) is not long enough, the data
stored on the server can be damaged.
Our vDEB controller uses an intelligent algorithm for
managing uneven battery usage. It combines cluster-level
battery balancing and rack-level battery balancing. We
assign the discharge rate of each battery unit based on the
available SOC value (Algorithm 1). This prevents vulnerable
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Fig. 10. The PAD architecture and power management scheme

the server-level DEBs to provide the necessary backup
energy support.
We propose to further integrate a dedicated small power
backup device in existing rack power zone to existing
distributed battery system (Figure 10). The device, termed as
micro DEB (DEB), is designed to further strengthen the
defense against hidden power spikes at the server rack level.
In order to protect server racks from undetectable power
anomalies, the DEB must be designed to react to any
voltage surge/sags automatically. To this end, we connect
DEB with the primary power delivery bus using an ORing
controller (a low forward-voltage FET device), as shown in
Figure 10. The ORing has been widely used in today’s
redundant power sources to enable hot swaps and current
sharing. In this study we leverage it to design a spike-shaving
system. This idea does not apply to peak-shaving for two
reasons. First, at the server level, current sharing can result
in degraded efficiency in server power supply unit. Second,
at the rack level, current sharing for sustained peak shaving
can cause thermal issues in DEB.
Shaving the transient power spike requires very small
energy capacity but very large power output capability. This
motivates us to use the promising super-capacitor (SC)
system instead of conventional lead-acid battery. SC is
expensive (10~30$/Wh) but DEB does not require very
large capacity. For example a 5KW power rack for 0.5
second current sharing only requires 0.35Wh backup energy
capacity. Normally a 2A battery cell can provide 85 W at the
maximum for 5minutes [25]. This requires us to connect
many battery cells in parallel to achieve the desired power
capacity, which can be bulky and expensive. Further
increasing the output power requires higher output current
which can greatly accelerate the aging of lead-acid batteries
[27]. In contrast, super-capacitors can provide very
impressive power output with no lifetime concerns. It has
much smaller footprint and is environmental-friendly too.
The dedicated hardware component of PAD is necessary
since it defends against invisible power spikes. Although
some software mechanisms such as Intel’s RAPL allows a
data center to better monitor and manage load power, one
cannot completely rely on them to handle malicious loads.
This is because predicting total server power demand (not
just CPU/Mem) quickly and accurately is still challenging.

Algorithm 1: Heuristic for the vDEB two-level load sharing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

socList [s1, s2,…, sn]  GetCurrentSOC();
powerList [p1, p2,…, pn]  GetCurrentPower();
Ptotal σ ݐݏ݅ܮݎ݁ݓ
SOCtotal  σ ݐݏ݅ܮܿݏ
Pshave  Ptotal – Pmax;
if (Pshave > Pideal)
evenly usage DEB
else
Quicksort rack ID based on the SOC value of each rack;
Store the quick sort (descending) in R[i];
for (i=1; socList[R[i]]/ SOCtotal * Pshave) > Pideal && i< N; i++)
P[R[i]]  Pideal;
SOCtotal  SOCtotal – socList[R[i]];
Pshave  Pshave – Pideal / N;
end
for (j=i; j<N; j++)
P[R[j]]  SOC[R[j]]/SOCtotal * Pshave;
end
end
Discharge DEB based on P[i] in each rack in round-robin

batteries from aggressively discharging and allows for fast
balancing. In the meantime, we also notice that batteries
have a maximum discharge rate for reliability and safety
reasons (e.g., normally 48A for a 2Ah lead-acid battery cell)
[25]. Therefore the discharge algorithm should not cause
accelerated aging on battery systems. We have set an upper
bound when assigning the discharge rate (i.e. represented by
the ideal discharge power Pideal).
The vDEB design brings two important benefits. First, it
allows a data center to hide a vulnerable battery-backed
server rack. It greatly extends the peak shaving time during
a Level-1 power management process. As a result, the cost
of bringing down a server can increase significantly. On the
other hand, vDEB can often frustrate an attacker’s efforts to
gain critical information such as “how long does the victim
rack’s battery can sustain”. This is because the capacity
sharing mechanism involves multiple server racks that an
attacker may not gain access to (adding considerable noise
to an attacker’s observations in a side-channel attack).
2) Micro Distributed Energy Backup (DEB)
Virtual DEB alone cannot defeat a well-planned power
attack. A power virus can be mutated to create transient
power spikes that most utilization-based power management
software cannot detect. As a result, one cannot timely enable
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Table II. Evaluated Attack Scenarios
Schemes
CPU Intensive
Mem Intensive
IO Intensive

Descriptions
Threaded Tachyon, a parallel ray-tracking system [28]
Stream, a system memory testing program [29]
Apache benchmark with 1 million requests [30]
Dense Attack

W
100
80
60
40
1

61

121

181

241 S

Fig. 12. Example of the collected attacking traces. Left: dense
and extensive attack. Right: sparse and light-weighted attack

If datacenters perform power capping based on inaccurate
power monitoring, they can cause significantly degraded
performance on normal loads. Even if full-system accurate
power prediction is available, it often takes 100ms~300ms
to reduce the power demand, which is not fast enough to
correctly shave the peak under the rapid power dynamics
observed in data centers [26]. As long as the load current and
attacking time are well controlled by the attacker, the PDU
circuit breaker can still be tripped [11]. Furthermore, the cost
of per-server proactive monitoring with fine granularity can
be more expensive than hardware-based peak power shaving.
In fact, even the Top500/Green500 HPC data centers only
sample power at one-second intervals for ranking purposes.
V.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We build a scaled-down testing platform as shown in
Figure 11-A. It consists of a mini server rack and a set of
three YUASA UPS batteries. The total power capacity is
800W and it can maintain 10 minutes under full load. All the
batteries are dynamically monitored on a per minute basis.
Our system is able to dynamically switch ON/OFF the UPS
with SNMP commands over Ethernet and collect key battery
and power information during runtime.
We model different power viruses that take advantage
of three types of benchmarks: CPU, Memory, and I/O
intensive, as shown in Table 2. We deploy the benchmark on
Ubuntu (14.01 LTS) virtual machines created on Xen 6.5.0
hypervisor. We create power virus on our hardware platform
and collect the power activity trace of our system using a
precision power meter that has a maximum sampling rate of
200KS/s and less than 0.1% error rate. Figure 12 shows
power virus trace examples we generated. Based on the

configuration of our system, we consider two types of power
attack: a dense and extensive power spikes and a sparse and
less aggressive spikes
We feed the collected power virus traces to a tracebased data center simulator that takes real Google compute
traces [15] as input (Figure 11-B). The Google cluster trace
(with an interval of 5 minutes) represents 1-month worth of
node information from May 2010, on a cluster of about 220
machines. Work arrives at the cluster in the form of jobs. A
job is comprised of one or more tasks, each of which is
accompanied by a set of resource requirements used for
dispatching the tasks onto machines. Every line in this trace
includes start time, end time, machine ID, and CPU rate of
the task. We use programs to process the trace in our eventdriven simulation platform. We use machine ID as the
identifier and calculate the total CPU power demand belong
to a given machine at the same timestamp.
We assume a HP high-performance ProLiant DL585 G5
server system (2.70GHz, AMD Opteron 8384), which has an
active idle power of 299W and a peak power of 521W [31].
There are 22 racks in total and each rack has 10 servers. In
this work we assume a DEB system similar to Facebook’s
V1 design [2]. Each rack has a dedicated battery cabinet for
power shaving. The fully charge battery can sustain 50
seconds under full load. We maintain detailed
charge/discharge logs and calculate the capacity decrease
and increase using a kinetic battery model (KiBaM) [32] at
each fine-grained timestamp throughout the simulation. All
the power system models are embedded in our simulation
platform as shown in Figure 11-B.
Table 3 summarizes our evaluated six power management
schemes for battery-backed data center. We consider three

Before Load Shedding

(A)

After Load Shedding

(C)

3
2.5

(B)

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

Fig. 13. A comparison of DEB usage in conventional datacenters and datacenters
protected by PAD. (x-axis: seconds; y-axis: rack ID)

baseline data centers: Conv, PS, and PSPC. Conv represents
the most traditional data center designs that only use
centralized battery as power backup. PS uses the state-ofthe-art power shaving schemes similar to [7]. PSPC further
combines PS with performance scaling mechanisms (i.e.,
DVFS) for better design trade-offs. It aims at efficiently
shaving the peak power but overlooks the power-related
security issue of DEB-based data centers. We have
compared the above baseline schemes with a vDEB-only
design, a DEB-only design, and finally PAD that combines
vDEB and DEB.
VI.

2000

4000

6000

8000

Fig. 14. Shedding less than 3% load
could avoid aggressive battery usage

launching a successful attack. In addition, it also gives
operators more time to identify malicious loads and figure
out any possible solutions. Figure-13 evaluates a small
cluster and therefore the results are not striking. In data
centers that have hundreds/thousands of racks, PAD can
offer impressive security/availability benefits.
Note that PAD never uses aggressive server shedding to
save battery energy. PAD temporarily put some of the lowpriority racks into deep-sleep mode only in extreme cases
when cluster-wide power peaks appear. This has two major
benefits. First, it prevents potential data corruption in the
event of an unexpected overload. Second, shutting down
some vulnerable loads may disrupt the attack process. The
insight here is that we can actually eliminate the power
shortfall and release the burden on the DEB system by just
shutting down a very small amount of non-critical loads. In
Figure 14 we investigate a periodic data center-wide load
surge that can create massive amount of vulnerable racks in
conventional designs (Figure 14-A). Our result shows that a
load shedding ratio of about 3% of the entire data center
servers (Figure 14-B) is able to achieve an impressive
balanced battery usage map (Figure 14-C). In Figure 14-C,
PAD has successfully avoided the narrow blue strip and
mitigated rack vulnerability of the wide blue strip.

EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section we first present detailed DEB profiling map
to illustrate the optimization effectiveness of PAD. We then
evaluate the survival time (i.e., from the beginning of the
attack to the time the first overload happens) of different
power management schemes under various attack scenarios.
Afterwards we show that PAD provides better performance
guarantee and incurs minor cost overhead.
A. Effectiveness
We examine the energy backup usage profile in data
centers over a one day period. It is clear that vulnerable racks
exist in conventional data centers. Figure 13 shows the
monitored DEB utilization map of the evaluated server
clusters at each timestamp. In the figure, dark red represents
fully charged batteries while dark blue means near-empty
batteries and the associated vulnerable racks which could be
ideal targets for a sophisticated criminal. We note that some
server racks in conventional data centers have to heavily
discharge their associated DEB systems to reduce peak
power demand. The battery utilization pattern in this case
becomes highly dependent on the power behavior of each
individual rack and therefore exhibits significant variation.
Our result shows that PAD allows a data center to hide
vulnerable server racks by effectively balancing the usage of
batteries. Although uneven usage still exists to some extent,
those server racks no longer differ significantly in their
backup power at any timestamp. As a result, the survival
time is improved by 1.7X after optimization. We recognize
that PAD cannot completely eliminate overload under
constant aggressive attack. Our main objective is to extend
the sustained operation time as much as possible to frustrate
the attacker’s plan by significantly increasing the cost of

B. Survival Time
We further quantify the security benefits of PAD. We
focus our attention on how long the data center will sustain
under power attack. Figure 15 shows the evaluation results
across different power virus scenarios.
Our first observation is that the way how an attacker
generates power virus can affect the attacking results. In
Figure 15, the CPU-intensive power virus is more likely to
trigger effective power spikes, and therefore result in lower
sustained time. Although the results of conventional design
Conv is not sensitive to power virus, PAD shows remarkable
survival time improvement under a light-weight attacking
(i.e., sparse attack + I/O workload)
Figure 15 also demonstrates the different impacts of DEB
and vDEB on data center survival time. We find that both
DEB and vDEB could extend server survival time but the
improvements of vDEB are bigger. This mainly because that
the visible power peaks dominate in the overall attacking
period. Combing DEB and vDEB allows PAD to better deal
with power virus. Overall, PAD improves the sustained time
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Fig. 15. The sustained operation duration of the evaluated Google cluster under various power attacks
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Fig. 16. The overall data center throughput during the attack period

by 10.7X compared to conventional data centers, and 1.6X
compared to the state-of-the-art proposals.

Importantly, our result implies that a small increase in
DEB capacity can have a large impact on the sustained time
of PAD. As shown in Figure 17, increasing the capacity of
DEB from 1% to 15% could extends the data center
emergency handling capability (i.e., survival time) by nearly
40X. Although it is evident that a larger DEB increases the
emergency handling capability, the associated cost also
mounts up. We expect that companies will adopt different
capacity planning strategies to achieve their desired tradeoffs in profitability, availability, and security.

C. Performance
It is often equally important that a security-aware design
does not compromise performance. In fact, since PAD is
orthogonal to existing system and software level
optimizations, it has no side-effects on workload
performance during normal operation. On the contrary,
because PAD can greatly intend the sustained operation time
under power attack, it can greatly reduce unnecessary power
capping activities that are seen in other baselines.
We evaluate the total data center throughput under different
power attack rates and peak power widths. We note from
Figures 16-A and 16-B that, as power attack becomes more
aggressive, existing schemes can result in performance
degradation to some extent. For example, the throughput can
drop by roughly 10% when we increase the attack rate to
50%. Compared to attack rate, the peak power width has
more notable performance impact. Even so, PAD shows less
than 5% throughput degradation for the evaluated 0.6s
power spike, while the performance degradation of PSPC
and Conv are 12% and 17%, respectively.

VII. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss representative prior studies in
different domains that are most relevant to our work.
A. Power-Related Attack
Very little prior work exists on enhancing the data center’s
vulnerability to power-related attacks. Recently, Xu et al. [6]
demonstrate the feasibility of launching simultaneous power
spikes on servers to trigger outage but does not consider the
energy backup. We argue that such an attack is more likely
to happen when the energy backup system is vulnerable. In
addition, the authors only focus on conventional power
capping and server consolidation to mitigate the negative
impact of malicious loads. In contrast, we look at DEB
system which represents a new paradigm of data center
power management and control.
Many prior works are focused on the attack against
electric power grid [33-35], which could also result in data
center power outage indirectly. For example, Liu et al. [33]
show how to compromise today’s complex utility power grid
system. Soltan et al. [34] explore the cascading failure of the
utility grid power transmission line. Chen et al. [35] propose
to leverage energy storage to mitigate cascading failures of
utility grid. In general, all these works focus on attack
through false data/code injection. Differently, we investigate

D. Cost Efficiency
The major hardware addition in our design is DEB which
uses small-scale super-capacitors to shield data center from
invisible power spikes for many times. In this work vDEB is
not treated as cost overhead since we leverage battery
devices that most data centers already have.
PAD incurs minor cost overhead. In Figure 17 we examine
the relationship between cost overhead and the survival time.
The cost of DEB mainly depends on its capacity, which
roughly follows a linear model. One can keep the cost of
DEB below certain percentage of vDEB by limiting the
installed capacity of DEB.
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a newly merged attack approach which intends to overload
servers that have limited backup support.
B. Secure Architecture
Building secure architecture is drawing growing attention.
Many prior works are focusing on vak

[9] D. Wang, C. Ren, A. Sivasubramaniam, B. Urgaonkar, and
H. Fathy. Energy Storage in Datacenters: What, Where, and
How Much, SIGMETRICS Performance Evaluation Review,
Vol. 40, No. 1, 2012

malicious loads. (3) It proposes a novel data center design
patch called PAD to shield servers from power-related attack
using light-weight software/hardware co-designs.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
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Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS), 2015

Driven by energy-efficiency and cost, future large-scale
computing infrastructure is projected to be backed by
massive small-scale distributed energy backup (DEB) rather
than a central UPS system. To safely exploit the benefits of
distributed batteries that distributed energy storage units
may provide, data center designers need to understand the
security issue of these systems. In this paper we propose a
security-based power management for mitigating the
system’s vulnerability to power attacks. The proposed
design allows data centers to smartly plan their usage of
DEB units and enables the servers to operate smoothly for
extended duration (1.6~11X) with better performance
guarantee and negligible cost overhead.
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